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Porous materials are widely used for improving sound absorption and sound transmission loss of

vibrating structures. However, their efficiency is limited to medium and high frequencies of sound.

A solution for improving their low frequency behavior while keeping an acceptable thickness is

to embed resonant structures such as Helmholtz resonators (HRs). This work investigates the

absorption and transmission acoustic performances of a cellular porous material with a

two-dimensional periodic arrangement of HR inclusions. A low frequency model of a resonant

periodic unit cell based on the parallel transfer matrix method is presented. The model is validated

by comparison with impedance tube measurements and simulations based on both the finite element

method and a homogenization based model. At the HR resonance frequency (i) the transmission

loss is greatly improved and (ii) the sound absorption of the foam can be either decreased or

improved depending on the HR tuning frequency and on the thickness and properties of the

host foam. Finally, the diffuse field sound absorption and diffuse field sound transmission loss

performance of a 2.6 m2 resonant cellular material are measured. It is shown that the improvements

observed at the Helmholtz resonant frequency on a single cell are confirmed at a larger scale.
VC 2015 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4921027]
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, research has been oriented toward the

improvement of the low frequency efficiency of passive

sound absorbing materials. Such materials, constituted of a

fluid phase saturating an open porous solid matrix, dissipate

acoustic energy by visco-thermal interactions between the

two phases and are efficient for frequencies with wave-

lengths in air on the order of magnitude of the material thick-

ness. A low frequency solution is to embed Helmholtz

resonators (HRs) in the porous matrix. One of the first works

describing such structure is a patent awarded to Borchers

et al.1 in which a resonant acoustic protection is proposed to

attenuate low frequency noise level inside payload fairings

of launch vehicles. This resonant structure aimed at improv-

ing classical sound packages used for this application. The

latter are usually made of a homogeneous blanket or a multi-

layer including heavy layers.2 Much later, Sugie et al.3

proposed a similar heterogeneous material made of fibrous

sound absorbers with resonant inclusions in order to improve

the low frequency sound transmission loss of double-leaf

structures at the mass-air-mass resonance frequency.

According to the authors of Ref. 3, their idea stems from the

works of Mason and Fahy,4 Prydz et al.,5 and Kuntz et al.,6

where the HRs where attached directly on the panel. Sugie

et al.3 suggested that including the resonant element within

the fibrous sound package in between the two panels allows

for a more flexible optimization of the HR effect and a low

frequency sound insulation improvement. More recently, the

acoustic community had shown a keen interest in this type of

resonant structure. The equivalent material (also called

metacomposite or metamaterial) presents a negative bulk

modulus at the HR resonance frequency and in consequence

blocks sound at this frequency.7–11 Most of these works

mainly focused on the transmission properties of the reso-

nant material and highlighted the large transmission dip at

the HR resonance frequency.7–9 Boutin and B�ecot,11

Lagarrigue et al.,12 and Groby et al.13 recently investigated

the sound absorption efficiency of rigid backed acoustic

foams with resonant split hollow cylinder or HR inclusions

and showed that it is greatly improved for frequencies with a

wavelength much larger than the material thickness.

Under the assumption that the HR periodicity is much

smaller than the acoustic wavelength, the resonant materials

are usually modeled as homogenized equivalent materials

with effective bulk modulus to account for the presence of the

resonant inclusion.7–11,14 Fang et al.14 developed an analytical

expression of the equivalent bulk modulus of a metamaterial

made of a one-dimensional (1D) array of HRs flush mounted

on an acoustic duct. Boutin and B�ecot10,11 developed a similar

expression for resonant material made of HRs embedded in a

foam matrix with a three-dimensional (3D) periodicity using

the homogenization method. In the case of cellular resonant

material with a two-dimensional (2D) periodicity, Lagarrigue

et al.12 and Groby et al.13 show that the sound absorption

behavior of the material can be impacted by the orientation ofa)Electronic mail: olivier.doutres@usherbrooke.ca
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the resonator aperture. Lagarrigue et al.12 proposed an inter-

esting 2D semi-analytical model in the case of embedded slit

rings in a large periodic foam unit cell for which the slit orien-

tation relative to the rigid backing is taken into account. This

model performs well at low frequencies but is restricted to 2D

and to the rigid backing configuration. More complex struc-

tures such as a single wall or a double wall treated with a clas-

sical homogeneous or multilayer sound package are usually

modeled by the transfer matrix method (TMM).15,16 TMM is

adequate for describing layered partitions, composed of infi-

nite plates and porous layers, with acceptable accuracy.17

Verdière et al.18,19 recently provided an extension of the

TMM to account for the assembly of materials in parallel and

series. It is referred to as the parallel transfer matrix method

(P-TMM) in Ref. 19. The latter work thus opens the door for

TMM modeling of resonant inclusions.

The work presented in this paper deals with the P-TMM

modeling and the experimental validation of cellular resonant

porous material made of periodic unit-cell (PUC) with a spher-

ical HR inclusion arranged in a 2D periodicity. The HR lies in

the center of the PUC and can be either completely or partially

embedded in the foam. Partial embedment in this work refers

to PUCs for which the HR is inserted in the host foam but with

the neck aperture in contact with the surrounding air medium.

This configuration ensures a strong influence of the HR at its

resonance frequency even if it is embedded in a high flow re-

sistivity foam.13 The P-TMM modeling presented in this paper

allows such flexibility on the description of the main PUC geo-

metrical characteristics since it is based on the combination of

porous element in parallel and series to account, respectively,

for the HR inclusion and its potential coverings. Both the nor-

mal incidence sound absorption and sound transmission loss

behaviors are investigated and focus is put on the effect of the

HR orientation within the foam matrix.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the

P-TMM model of the PUC is presented. This section also

briefly presents two existing models used to validate the pro-

posed P-TMM approach: the homogenization model and the

finite element (FE) model. The experimental setups, foam

substrate, and resonant materials are described in Sec. III. In

Sec. IV A, P-TMM predictions of the normal incidence

acoustical behavior of a resonant PUC made of a HR fully

embedded in low flow resistivity open-cell foam are vali-

dated by comparison with both the homogenization and FE

models. The proposed P-TMM model is then validated on a

PUC made of a HR partially embedded in medium flow

resistivity melamine foam by comparison with numerical

and experimental results. Finally, measurements conducted

on a 2.6 m2 resonant material made of 156 HRs are

presented in Sec. IV B. Diffuse field sound transmission loss

and sound absorption measurements were carried out to cor-

roborate the HR contributions observed in the 1D analysis.

II. THEORY

A. P-TMM model

The proposed sound package is defined as a 2D arrange-

ment of cubic PUCs of dimension l�L� L with l � L
� 100 mm; as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).The PUC pre-

sented in Fig. 1 is composed of a HR fully embedded in a

porous substrate. The P-TMM (Refs. 16–19) is used to

model its 1D acoustical behavior. In this approach, the PUC

is modeled as a stack in series of three layers of thickness l1,

l2, and l3 [see Fig. 1(c)]. Layers 1 and 3 are homogeneous

foams while layer 2 (the middle layer) is a parallel assembly

of the HR and the foam matrix [see Fig. 1(d)]. The three

layers can be made of different porous materials. In this

paper, layer 1 is optional and will only be used when ones

want to completely bury the HR: material for which layer 1

is present (respectively, missing) are referred to as PUC with

fully (respectively, partially) embedded HR.

The transfer matrix of the PUC presented in Fig. 1(c) is

given by

TPUC ¼
TPUC

11 TPUC
12

TPUC
21 TPUC

22

" #
¼ Tlayer;1 � Tlayer;2 � Tlayer;3:

(1)

All porous materials are modeled using the classical

Johnson-Champoux-Allard equivalent fluid model16,20,21 and

thus can be represented by a 2� 2 transfer matrix. The

FIG. 1. (Color online) Scheme of the

sound package and the PUC.
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transfer matrices of the two outer homogeneous porous

layers Tlayer,i (with i¼ 1 and 3) are well known and equal to

Tlayer;i ¼ Ti
11 Ti

12

Ti
21 Ti

22

� �

¼
cosðkeq;iliÞ jZeq;i sinðkeq;iliÞ

j sinðkeq;iliÞ=Zeq;i cosðkeq;iliÞ

" #
; (2)

with j2¼�1, keq,i, and Zeq,i the wave number and character-

istic impedance of the equivalent fluid, respectively. These

properties are derived from the dynamic density qi and

dynamic bulk modulus Ki of the fluid phase such as

Zeq,i¼ (qi�Ki)
1/2// and keq,i¼x (qi/Ki)

1/2, with x the angular

frequency and / the open porosity of the porous material.

The transfer matrix of layer 2 combines two sub-

matrices which are modeled using a parallel assembly as

proposed by Verdière et al.18 The following conditions must

be fulfilled if one want to use P-TMM: (1) only plane waves

propagate upstream and downstream of the periodic construc-

tion; (2) only normal incidence plane waves propagate in the

construction; (3) no pressure diffusion exists between adja-

cent parallel elements, (4) the wavelength is much larger than

the PUC, and (5) each element can be represented by a 2� 2

transfer matrix. Conditions (2)–(5) are fulfilled here since we

consider (i) low frequencies (that is frequencies much lower

than c0=L), (ii) porous substrate with intermediate airflow re-

sistivity, (iii) equivalent fluid models for predicting their

acoustic behavior and finally, (iv) a surface impedance model

to represent the HR. However, assumption (1) seems physi-

cally unrealistic around the HR resonance frequency in the

vicinity of the HR neck. According to Ref. 18, the transfer

matrix of layer 2 can be written in the form

Tlayer;2 ¼ �1X
rnYn

21

X
rnYn

22 �1X
rnYn

22

X
rnYn

11 �
X

rnYn
12

X
rnYn

21 �
X

rnYn
11

2
4

3
5; (3)

with Yn the components of the admittance matrix for each

element; here n¼mat for the porous substrate and n¼HR

for the resonator element. rn is the surface ratio of each ele-

ment and is similar to the “percentage open area” for perfo-

rated panels. Knowing the surface of the unit cell SPUC [see

Fig. 1(b)] and the surface of the resonator Si [see Fig. 1(d)],

thus rHR¼ r¼ Si/SPUC and rmat¼ 1 � rHR. The admittance

matrix for each element is given by

Yn ¼
Yn

11 Yn
12

Yn
21 Yn

22

" #
¼ 1

Tn
12

Tn
22 Tn

21Tn
12 � Tn

22Tn
11

1 �Tn
11

" #
: (4)

The transfer matrix of the porous matrix Tmat is given by

Eq. (2) and the one of the resonator THR is given in Sec. II B.

For practical reasons related to material fabrication (see

Sec. III), the HRs used in this work are spherical and the

inner porous layer (of thickness l2) is perforated in order to

host the spherical HR as shown in Fig. 2(a). The mismatch

between the cylindrical perforation and the spherical geome-

try of the HR inclusion create thin air layers above and

below the resonator within the perforation of layer 2. The

volume of these air layers is significant because of the large

size of both the PUC and of the inner perforation; the

P-TMM model should thus be modified accordingly.

Because it is important to model the fact that the HRs neck

is not buried within the inner layer 2 unless layer 1 is used,

only the air layer below the HR is taken into account as

shown in Fig. 2(b). The inner layer 2 is thus split in two par-

allel assemblies, named l2a and l2HR, assembled in series and

its matrix and is given by

Tlayer;2 ¼ Tlayer;2HR � Tlayer;2a: (5)

Tlayer,2m (m¼HR or a) is the matrix of the parallel ele-

ments which are open upstream and downstream. Tlayer,2HR

is written exactly as Eq. (3) and combines the transfer matrix

of the porous layer and the one of the HR. The thickness of

this sublayer (i.e., l2HR) is set to the thickness of the HR cav-

ity dc being an equivalent cylinder with the same volume as

the spherical HR and the circular cross-section area of the

perforation. The transfer matrix of the second parallel assem-

bly Tlayer,2a, combines the transfer matrix of the porous layer

and the one of an air layer. The thickness of this sublayer is

l2a¼ l2� l2HR. The transfer matrix of the sublayer is also

FIG. 2. (Color online) Scheme of the

PUC with the perforation and the

spherical HR.
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based on Eqs. (3) and (4) but the transfer matrix of the HR is

replaced by one of an air layer. The later matrix can be sim-

ply calculated from Eq. (2) but Zeq,i has to be replaced by the

characteristic impedance of air Z0, keq,i by the wave number

in air k0 and li by l2a. Both parallel assemblies l2a and l2HR

share the surface ratio of each element rn since they share

the same perforation diameter.

B. HR modeling

The transfer matrix of the resonator THR required in

Eqs. (2) and (3) for parallel assemblies with resonant inclu-

sion is the one of a resonator array as described in Refs. 16

and 22. It is written as a product of the inertial and acoustic

components.22 For an acoustic wave impinging on the neck

side of the HR (this HR position is called AB in this paper),

its transfer matrix is given by

THR;AB ¼ 1 0

1=ZA 1

� �
1 jxMs

0 1

� �
; (6)

with Ms the mass per unit area of the resonator array and ZA

the acoustic input impedance. Here we limit the study to lin-

ear behavior. According to Ref. 16 (see p. 203), the input

total impedance of the resonator array under normal inci-

dence plane waves, Fig. 1(d), is given by

ZA ¼
1

se
Zneck þ Z0;0 B0ð Þ
� �

¼ 1

se

2dn

Rn
þ 4

� �
Rs þ jx ei þ ee þ dnð Þq0

� ��

� jsiZ0cot k0dcð Þ
�
; (7)

with q0 the air density, c0 the speed of sound, k0¼x/c0 the

wavenumber, dc the resonator cavity thickness, dn the neck’s

depth, Rn the neck’s inner radius, Rs is a surface resistance

equal to (2gq0 x)1/2/2, g the dynamic fluid viscosity, and se

and si the ratio of the area of the neck aperture Sn over the

cross-section area of “external” elementary cell and

“internal” elementary cell, respectively. The resonator con-

sidered in the studied PUC has a negligible wall thickness.

The cross-section areas of the internal and external elemen-

tary cell are thus taken equal; i.e., si¼ se¼ Sn/Di
2 with Di

shown in Fig. 1(d). Under the large wavelength assumption

(k � Di and k � dc), the normal surface impedance of

the air layer at point B0 is Z0,0(B0)¼�jsiZ0 cot(k0dc).

Furthermore, the terms related to the modes of higher order

in the resonator cavity are replaced by an added length effect

(i.e., ei) added to the resonator neck depth. The shape of the

resonator cavity is thus irrelevant and the resonator is char-

acterized by its cavity inner volume. The length of the neck

is also corrected (i.e., ee) to account for the mass loading

associated to the sound radiation of the neck and to the dis-

tortion of the acoustic flow at the resonator surface. In the

case of a circular neck aperture in contact with two air media

on both ends, the two length corrections can be approxi-

mated for se< 0.16 by16

ei ¼ ee ¼ 0:48
ffiffiffiffiffi
Sn

p
ð1� 1:14

ffiffiffiffi
se
p Þ: (8)

The resistive part in Eq. (7) [i.e., (2dn/Rnþ 4)Rs]

accounts for the viscous effects occurring within the resona-

tor neck due to the viscous boundary layer and around its

edges at the panel surface due to the distortion of the acous-

tic flow.

C. Acoustic properties of the PUC

Various acoustic features can be determined from the

transfer matrix of the PUC given by Eq. (1). It is worth not-

ing that the combination of Eqs. (1), (3), and (6) stands for

an acoustic wave impinging on the neck side of the HR (i.e.,

position AB). The transfer matrix of the PUC in the opposite

direction BA, i.e., the PUC is inverted and the acoustic wave

now impinges on the rear side of the HR, can be obtained by

simply inverting the matrix of Eq. (1) accounting for a

change in the sign of the velocity by �u,23

TPUC;BA ¼ 1

det TPUC;ABð Þ
TPUC;AB

22 TPUC;AB
12

TPUC;AB
21 TPUC;AB

11

" #
: (9)

The normal incidence sound transmission coefficient

TLn is 10 times the common logarithm of the reciprocal of

the sound transmission coefficient s; the latter being the frac-

tion of airborne sound power incident on a material that is

transmitted by the material and radiated on the other side.25

In the case of an anechoic-backed PUC, it is given by

TLn ¼ �20 log10

2

jTPUC
11 þ TPUC

12 =Z0 þ Z0TPUC
21 þ TPUC

22 j

� �
:

(10)

The sound absorption coefficient a is related to the

reflection coefficient Rb defined as the ratio of the pressures

created by the outgoing and ingoing waves at the surface of

the layer: a¼ 1 � jRbj2. The normal incidence reflection

coefficient of the PUC backed by a rigid backing, Rb, or by

an air cavity of thickness H, Rw, can be obtained, respec-

tively, by

Rb ¼ TPUC
11 � Z0TPUC

21

TPUC
11 þ Z0TPUC

21

(11)

and

Rw ¼ TPUC
11 Ta

11 þ TPUC
12 Ta

21 � Z0TPUC
21 Ta

11 � Z0TPUC
22 Ta

21

TPUC
11 Ta

11 þ TPUC
12 Ta

21 þ Z0TPUC
21 Ta

11 þ Z0TPUC
22 Ta

21

;

(12)

with Tij
a the transfer matrix coefficients of the backing

cavity which can be obtained from Eq. (2) by replacing Zeq,i

by Z0, keq,i by k0, and li by H.

D. Homogenization model

Boutin10 and Boutin and B�ecot11 recently proposed an

analytical model to describe the acoustic wave propagation
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in a porous matrix with embedded HR based on the homoge-

nization method. They defined the “co-dynamic” regime by

the coexistence of dynamic phenomena at both micro

and macro scales. According to the authors’ own words, “a
‘co-dynamic’ regime requires that the flux induced by the
resonating domain is sufficiently small to be negligible at the
leading order (so that the effective constitutive parameters
are on the order of those of the carrying constituent), but
also sufficiently large to contribute to the macroscopic
balance.” Two important conditions have to be fulfilled for

having a co-dynamic regime: (1) the section of the HR neck

should be small compared to the section of the PUC so that

the velocity in the neck is of the same order as the velocity

in the porous matrix and (2) the HR resonance frequency,

f0¼x0/2p, must be tuned in the inertial or visco-inertial

regime of the porous matrix in order to fulfill the scale sepa-

ration required in the homogenization method: km(f0)/(2p)

� L with km the acoustic wavelength in the porous matrix.

The latter condition restricts the application of the analytical

model to acoustic foams with rather low airflow resistivity if

the HR has to be tuned at low frequencies (note: this is

usually the needed case).

From the homogenization method, Boutin derives effec-

tive properties for the resonant material.10 The effective

density qeff is the one of the porous matrix qeq corrected by a

factor A to account for the macroscopic permeability

decrease due to the presence of rigid inclusions: qeff¼qeq/A
with A � 2(1 � c)/(2þ c), where c is the ratio of the HR vol-

ume to the PUC volume. The bulk modulus of the porous

matrix Keq is highly impacted by the presence of the acoustic

resonators and the effective property of the equivalent media

is given by

K�1
eff ¼ K�1

0 1� cð Þ K0

Keq

þ cx2
0

x2
0 � x2s0

 !
; (13)

where K0 is the adiabatic bulk modulus of air, s0 is the

dynamic tortuosity function of the air layer in the HR neck

calculated from Ref. 20 to account for losses in the resona-

tor. Under the large wavelength assumption and by neglect-

ing the viscous dissipations within the neck, this frequency

can be approximated by f0¼ c0/2p(Sn/V(dnþ eiþ ee))
0.5

where V is the volume of the resonator cavity. Finally, the

transfer matrix of the homogenized equivalent material can

be simply calculated from Eq. (2) but Zeq,i has to be replaced

by the effective characteristic impedance Zeff¼ (qeff�Keff)
1/2,

keq,i by the effective wave number keff¼x(qeff/Keff)
1/2 and li

by l. Equations (10)–(12) can then be used to compute its

normal incidence acoustical properties.

E. Numerical model

An FE model based on the commercial code COMSOL

Multiphysics (COMSOL
VR

, Sweden) is used to validate the

1D acoustical behavior of one resonant unit cell predicted by

the proposed P-TMM approach. The numerical model repro-

duces impedance tube measurements as shown in Fig. 3(a).

A unit pressure is applied on the source side to simulate the

normal incidence excitation. From the virtual measurements

of the acoustic pressure at the three microphone locations,

normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and sound

transmission loss are deduced according to the three micro-

phone method24 and standard ASTM E2611-09.25

The unit cell modeled numerically is either cubic[see

Fig. 3(a)] or cylindrical [see Fig. 3(b)]. The HR walls are

modeled as impervious, rigid, and motionless. The Johnson-

Champoux-Allard equivalent fluid rigid model is used for

the foam matrix and for the air layer situated in the HR neck

to account for viscous and thermal dissipations. The effec-

tive properties of the air in the HR neck are computed using

a cylindrical pore model.16 The properties of all equivalent

fluids used in this work are provided in Table I. The cubic

cell respects the periodicity boundary condition and will be

used to validate the P-TMM model by comparison with the

homogenization model in the case of a HR fully embedded

in a low airflow resistivity open-cell foam.

Numerical simulations of a cylindrical unit-cell [see Fig.

3(b)] will be compared to P-TMM simulations and experi-

ments carried out in the 100 mm cylindrical tube (see Sec.

III A). In this case, since both the impedance tube and the HR

neck are cylindrical and the HR cavity is spherical, the PUC

is modeled in 2D considering a rotational symmetry. This

decreases considerably the computation time compared to a

3D model. In this case, the HR is partially embedded in a me-

dium airflow resistivity melamine foam for which layer 2 is

perforated in its center in order to maintain the resonator.

Since the proposed P-TMM model does not take into account

FIG. 3. (Color online) FE model of the impedance tube configuration: (a)

cubic PUC; (b) cylindrical PUC with a cylindrical perforation in layer 2.

TABLE I. Material properties.

Open cell

foam (Ref. 10) Melamine

Neck of HR1

for FE

Porosity / 0.8 0.99 1

Airflow resistivity r (N s m�4) 298 7300 7

Tortuosity a1 1 1 1

Viscous characteristic

length K (lm)

500 88 4.6� 103

Thermal characteristic

length K0 (lm)

800 160 4.6� 103

Density q1 (kg m�3) — 5.5 1.2
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the air layer inside the spherical perforation (made to host the

HR) above the HR front face [see Fig. 2(b)], the FE simula-

tions are carried out with two different conditions at the perfo-

ration/foam interface Sc as shown in Fig. 3(b): this interface is

either considered impervious and rigid or fully permeable

(non-existing). The FE configuration where Sc is rigid and

impervious is referred to as the semi/open configuration.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS AND MATERIALS

A. Experimental setups

The normal incidence sound absorption coefficient a is

measured according to standard ASTM E1050-10 (Ref. 26)

using a cylindrical 100 mm diameter impedance tube [see

Fig. 4(a)] and a square 30.5 cm� 30.5 cm cross section im-

pedance tube [see Fig. 4(b)]. The normal incidence sound

transmission loss TLn is determined from pressure measure-

ments at three positions within the impedance tube according

to the three microphone method24 and standard ASTM

E2611-09.25 TLn measurements are only carried out in the

100 mm cylindrical impedance tube.

Diffuse field transmission loss tests of a large curve

composite panel covered by different resonant sound pack-

ages were carried out at GAUS using a hemi-anechoic-rever-

berant transmission loss suite [see Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)]. The

structure size was 161.5 cm� 161.5 cm. The intensity tech-

nique is used to determine the transmission loss. The

technique follows closely standard ISO 15186-1.27 The

reverberation chamber (volume � 143 m3) is excited using

six loudspeakers and sound power is measured using a rotat-

ing microphone boom. On the anechoic side, the sound in-

tensity is measured using an intensity probe. To cover the

100 to 5000 Hz frequency range, a 12 mm spacer along with

1/4 in. microphones are used.

The diffuse field sound absorption coefficient of the res-

onant sound packages is measured according to Standard

ASTM C423.28 The test procedure follows closely the afore-

mentioned standard apart from the size of the tested article.

Indeed the tested samples were those tested in the

transmission loss facilities and thus were only

161.5 cm� 161.5 cm. Samples were installed on the room’s

floor as shown in Fig. 4(f). A wooden frame of 101.6 mm

high (or 114.3 mm depending on the configurations) was

taped on the material sides to avoid lateral absorption [see

Figs. 4(e) and 4(f)]. Sabine absorption coefficients were cal-

culated following the standard procedure.

B. Materials

Three main sound packages are investigated in this

work and are based on large cubic PUC (l � L � 100 mm)

with embedded spherical resonators tuned to 380 Hz

(referred to as HR1) or 150 Hz (referred to as HR2). The ge-

ometrical properties of the embedded HRs are given in

Table II. The cavity of HR1 and HR2 is spherical and made

of plastic Christmas ornaments and the neck is a custom-

made plastic cylinder. The neck of HR1 is 7 mm long and

penetrates slightly into the HR cavity for about 2 mm. HR2

has a cavity radius of 40 mm which makes it relatively com-

pact and its low frequency resonance (i.e., 150 Hz) is

obtained by using a 65 mm long neck which enters into the

cavity for about 60 mm.29 Note that the mass of the used

HRs have not been optimized and work is currently under-

taken to improve the lightness of the sound package.

The first sound package was not tested experimentally.

It is made from resonator HR1 fully embedded in low flow

resistivity open-cell foam taken from Ref. 10. The PUC is

cubic with a side length of l¼ L¼ 88.6 mm and the material

respects the requirements for co-dynamic. It will be investi-

gated in Sec. IV A 1 for comparison purposes of the pro-

posed P-TMM with the homogenization based model. The

airflow resistivity and tortuosity properties of the porous sub-

strate are taken from Ref. 10. The two characteristic lengths

(not provided in Ref. 10) have been chosen relatively large

to be consistent with fully reticulated and low flow resistivity

foams having large cells.30

The other two types of sound packages were fabricated

and tested to validate the proposed model. They use

FIG. 4. (Color online) Pictures of the

experimental setups: (a) cylindrical

impedance tube; (b) large square im-

pedance tube. (c) and (d) transmission

loss test facility and curved composite

panel. (e) and (f) diffuse field sound

absorption test facility: (e) empty

room, (f) room with sound package.
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melamine as host foam for resonators HR1 or HR2. The

non-acoustical properties of this medium flow resistivity

foam are obtained by the methods described in Ref. 31 and

are provided in Table I. For practical reasons related to mate-

rial fabrication, the melamine matrix is made of three layers:

layer 2 is 76.2 mm thick, layer 3 (when used) is 25.4 mm

thick, and layer 1 (when used) is 12.7 mm thick. The inner

porous layer of thickness l2 is perforated in order to host the

spherical HR. The diameter of the cylindrical perforation is

slightly inferior to the HR cavity outer diameter to ensure

the position of the HR inside the foam (since no adhesive is

used).

Various resonant materials were fabricated as shown in

Fig. 5 and their detailed description is provided in Sec. IV.

One cylindrical resonant unit-cell with partially embedded

HR1 is measured in the 100 mm impedance tube [see Fig.

5(a)] whereas resonant materials made of four cells are

tested in the square tube [see Fig. 5(b)]. Large sound pack-

ages are also fabricated and tested under diffuse acoustic

field [see Figs. 5(c)–5(h)]. They are made of 156 resonant

PUCs of surface 116.7 mm� 124.4 mm, to give a surface

ratio of r¼ 19.5% (respectively, r¼ 34.6%) when resonators

HR1 (respectively, HR2) are installed. These sound pack-

ages were designed to cover the entire composite panel sur-

face (161.5 cm� 161.5 cm) during the transmission loss

tests. Thus, they are split into three different pieces to sim-

plify its installation on the curved panel as shown in Fig.

5(g). The three flat pieces were simply laid on the panel sur-

face and neither glue nor tape was used. A thin air layer is

thus created between the planar resonant material and the

curved panel. In order to investigate the impact of the orien-

tation of the resonators neck on the acoustical properties of

the resonant material, the sound packages will be tested in

both positions AB (i.e., for an acoustic wave impinging on

the neck side of the HR) and BA (i.e., for an acoustic wave

impinging on the rear side of the HR) as illustrated in Fig.

5(g) in the case of the transmission loss tests.

IV. RESULTS

A. Validation of the one dimensional P-TMM model

The normal incidence behavior of the resonant material

including fully or partially embedded resonators HR1 or

HR2 is investigated both analytically (P-TMM, homogeniza-

tion model), numerically (FE), and experimentally.

1. One PUC with fully embedded HR

The P-TMM, homogenization, and FE methods are first

applied to the material made of the resonator HR1 fully em-

bedded in the low flow resistivity open-cell foam [see con-

figuration of Fig. 3(a)]. The resonant material respects all the

requirements for a co-dynamic regime: (1) the neck section

Sn is much smaller than that of the period Sn/L2¼ 8.5� 10�3

� 1 and (2) the HR resonance occurs at a HR resonant fre-

quency f0 corresponding to the inertial regime of the host

foam, i.e., f0/fc¼ 12� 1 where fc is the viscous/inertial tran-

sition frequency which can be approximated by fc¼/r/
(2pa1q0). The resonant PUC is cubic with a side length of

L¼ 88.6 mm. In the case of the proposed P-TMM modeling,

the PUC is made of three main layers. Layers 1 and 3 are

15.3 mm thick and layer 2 which carries HR1 is 58 mm thick

(i.e., the diameter of the spherical resonator). Layer 2 is then

subdivided in two layers. Layer 2a in this case is

homogeneous and made of the same material as the foam

matrix since HR1 is completely buried within the foam.

The surface ratio in layer 2HR is r¼ 33.6% and the resonator

concentration in the PUC is c¼ 0.15.

Figures 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) present, respectively, the

normal incidence sound absorption coefficient of the PUC in

position AB and BA backed by a 25.4 mm air cavity and its

normal incidence sound transmission loss. Compared to a

homogeneous foam of identical thickness (see solid gray

curves in Fig. 6), the resonant material shows a sound

absorption and transmission peak with high amplitude in a

narrow frequency band around the HR resonance frequency

(i.e., 380 Hz). For such material made up of acoustic resona-

tors, these peaks are related to a negative group velocity and

negative bulk modulus of the equivalent metamaterial.7–9,14

Indeed for wavelengths larger than the dimension of the

TABLE II. Spherical HR properties.

HR1 HR2

Resonance frequency f0 (Hz) 383 144

Hollow sphere inner radius (mm) 29 39

Neck depth dn (mm) 7 65

Neck inner radius Rn (mm) 4.6 6.3

Mass M (g) 7.4 22.3

FIG. 5. (Color online) Pictures of the

tested resonant materials: (a) cylindri-

cal PUC made of HR1; (b) four

squared PUC made of HR1; (c) and (d)

sound package with 156 HR1s; (e) and

(f) sound package with 156 HR2s; (g)

schematic of the tested configurations:

SP-AB, the HRs face the panel, SP-

BA, the HRs face the hemi-anechoic

room.
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PUC, the system behaves as an effective medium. The wave

transport is then controlled by effective density and effective

bulk modulus. In this case, the local resonance makes the

bulk modulus negative and propagation is impeded. Around

local resonances of the HR, the response function has large

dispersion, leading to a dip in the region of negative effec-

tive bulk modulus and hence exponential wave attenuation.

According to Fig. 6, the global simulated trend from

low to mid frequencies by the three modeling strategies is in

fairly good agreement. The main difference between all

methods is the prediction around and just above the fre-

quency of the peaks.

Both FE and P-TMM modeling strategies allow to

observe an asymmetry on the normal incidence sound

absorption coefficient between the AB and BA PUC posi-

tions: the sound absorption peak is slightly lower in ampli-

tude and in frequency in the BA position and the sound

absorption dip for frequencies just above the peak is also

more pronounced in the BA position. Considering the FE

simulations as reference, it can be observed that the P-TMM

better predicts the PUC sound absorption behavior in the AB

position compared to the BA position. This can be attributed

to the geometrical considerations in the modeling of the

inner layer 2, i.e., the definition of the thicknesses of the sub-

layers l2a and l2HR. Nevertheless, the asymmetry observed

between positions AB and BA and captured by the P-TMM

strategy indicates that the proposed modeling strategy is

adapted for such resonant material having 2D periodicity. It

has to be noted that the homogenization model has been

derived in Ref. 10 for a 3D periodicity, while in this work,

the periodicity is only 2D: the loss of periodicity in one

direction might be responsible for some local phenomena

observed, such as the sensitivity of results to the resonator

orientation.

2. One PUC with partially embedded HR

The proposed P-TMM model is now applied to one unit

cell made of HR1 embedded in the medium flow resistivity

melamine foam. The co-dynamic regime is not fulfilled in

this case since the HR resonance occurs at a frequency f0
corresponding to the viscous regime of the host foam, i.e.,

f0/fc¼ 0.39< 1. HR1 is thus partially embedded in the

porous matrix in order for the neck to be in direct contact

with an air layer. This configuration can be simulated with

the P-TMM strategy by simply removing layer 1 as detailed

in Sec. II A. The foam matrix of the PUC is thus made of

layers 2 and 3 (l¼ 101.6 mm) and includes the resonator

HR1 in the center of layer 2 [see Figs. 3(b), 4(a), and 5(a)].

The surface ratio in this case is r¼ 36%. The PUC is cylin-

drical and 100 mm in diameter to be measured in the imped-

ance tube. Measurements, P-TMM, and FE simulations are

presented in Fig. 7. P-TMM predictions are performed with

both the rigid frame and the limp frame model assumptions

for the porous matrix.16 The normal incidence coefficients

shown in Fig. 7 (see first line) are measured when the PUC

is backed by a 25.4 mm air cavity. The gray surface delimits

the minimum and maximum values measured for three dif-

ferent samples.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) present the acoustic features for a

101.6 mm thick melamine sample (no HR, no perforation). It

is shown that both the rigid and limp assumptions correctly

estimate the sound absorption behavior. However, the limp

assumption should be preferred to predict the transmission

behavior of the porous matrix.

The HR is now inserted in the perforated porous matrix

and the acoustic behavior of the PUC is measured either in

position AB [see Figs. 7(c) and 7(d)] or BA [see Figs. 7(e)

and 7(f)]. Three dips can be observed in the measured sound

absorption curves. The first one, occurring around 220 Hz,

and the third one, occurring around 1200 Hz, are attributed

to mechanical resonances of the porous matrix. They appear

only when the HR is present since the perforation is slightly

smaller than the HR diameter and the HR exerts a lateral

compression on the foam matrix against the impedance

tube’s wall. The material is thus artificially stiffened and the

excitation of the porous frame is favored. These two me-

chanical resonances also affect the transmission loss as

shown in Figs. 7(d) and 7(f). Both P-TMM and FE simula-

tions do not predict these dips related to mechanical resonan-

ces since the equivalent fluid assumption is used to model

the foam matrix. Furthermore, these resonances highly

depend on the boundary and mounting conditions of the

sample and do not characterize the behavior of the cellular

material in more realistic conditions. As explained previ-

ously, the HR insertion exerts a lateral compression and

FIG. 6. (Color online) P-TMM versus homogenization (Ref. 10) and FE models in the case of a cubic PUC with fully embedded HR1; (a) sound absorption

coefficient of the PUC in position AB when backed by a 25.4 mm thick air cavity; (b) sound absorption coefficient of the PUC in position BA when backed by

a 25.4 mm thick air cavity, and (c) normal incidence sound transmission loss.
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stiffens artificially the material. This is the reason why the

rigid frame model better captures the acoustic properties of

the resonant PUC [Figs. 7(d) and 7(f)].

The second sound absorption dip occurs around the HR

resonance frequency f0 (i.e., 375 Hz) in position AB and

slightly above f0 (i.e., 400 Hz) in position BA. It can be

observed that the sound absorption dip is more pronounced

in the latter position. Above 500 Hz, the sound absorption

efficiency in position BA is greater than the one in position

AB. Furthermore, a decrease of the sound absorption effi-

ciency of the PUC at the HR resonance is quite unexpected

since HRs are usually used to improve this acoustic property.

The analysis of this negative effect is out of the scope of the

present paper and will be presented in a forthcoming paper.

Both the sound absorption dip and sound transmission peak

associated to the HR resonance frequency are correctly

predicted by the P-TMM in both positions AB and BA. The

amplitude of the dip (respectively, peak) in the sound

absorption curve (respectively, sound transmission loss

curve) at the HR resonance is more pronounced in the FE

results compared to P-TMM and is also slightly shifted to-

ward higher frequencies. Since the P-TMM successfully sim-

ulates the measured acoustic features at the HR resonance

frequency, the differences between P-TMM and FE at this

frequency is more likely due to an inaccuracy in the FE sim-

ulation. However, this was not investigated.

The main discrepancy between measurements and

P-TMM simulations arises in the sound absorption coeffi-

cient in position AB for frequencies just above f0 where the

P-TMM underestimates the sound absorption coefficient.

In this case, the FE simulation is in better agreement with

P-TMM above 400 Hz when surface Sc is replaced by an

impervious wall [see white squares in Fig. 7(c)]. This indi-

cates that the underestimation of the sound absorption in

position AB observed between P-TMM and impedance tube

measurements can partly be attributed to sound absorption at

the perforation walls in front of the HR. The semi/close FE

configuration is also associated to a slight increase in sound

transmission loss (<1 dB). This is expected since more

acoustic energy has been reflected at the upstream face of

the PUC.

3. Four PUCs with partially embedded HR

The normal incidence sound absorption of hard-backed

materials made of four square resonant PUCs measured in

the large tube are presented in Fig. 8. The materials are

made only of the inner layer 2 (i.e., l¼ l2¼ 76.2 mm) and

the resonators HR1 [see Fig. 8(b)] or HR2 [see Fig. 8(c)] are

inserted in the melamine foam substrate. The side of the

PUC is L¼ 152 mm. The surface ratio is now r¼ 13% for

HR1 material and r¼ 22% for HR2 material. It is shown that

resonator HR1 now has a positive contribution to the sound

absorption of the melamine matrix at the HR resonance fre-

quency. This opposite behavior compared to previous results

shown in Fig. 7(c) is not due to the greater number of HRs

embedded in the material but is rather due to the thinner

porous matrix (76.2 mm vs 101.6 mm) and the decrease of

the surface ratio. The sound absorption behavior of the mate-

rial with HR2 is greatly improved at the HR resonance fre-

quency. It is observed that the P-TMM model correctly

predicts the effect of the embedded HR for the two

materials.

FIG. 7. (First line) Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and (second line) normal incidence sound transmission loss of 1 cylindrical PUC: (first col-

umn) bare melamine; (second column) PUC in position AB; (third column) PUC in position BA.
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B. Large scale measurements

1. Transmission loss measurements of a large
composite curved panel

The diffuse field transmission loss of a composite curved

panel covered by the resonant sound package is measured.

Two main HRs sound packages are investigated; ones filled

with resonators HR1 and others filled with resonators HR2. As

detailed in Sec. III, all large scale sound-packages are made

with melamine foam: layer 3 is 25.4 mm thick, layer 2 is

76.2 mm thick, and layer 1 (when used) is 12.7 mm thick. The

parameters of the sound packages are detailed in Table III.

Note that the sound package density has almost doubled

(respectively, quadrupled) in the case of HR1 (respectively,

HR2) when compared to the bare foam material. Even if a den-

sity of 10 kg m�3 can be acceptable, much effort still has to be

done to lighten the proposed resonant structure.

Figure 9 presents the insertion loss of the tested sound

packages. It is calculated considering the “plate/bare foam”

structure as the baseline configuration: IL¼ TLconf � TLbaseline.

The thickness of the bare foam used in the baseline configura-

tion is 101.6 mm. Figure 9 shows that there is no noticeable

change of the sound transmission loss before the resonance f0
(i.e., IL close to 0 dB). But, the transmission loss improvement

at f0 observed for normal incidence excitation is confirmed for

diffuse field excitation. A maximum IL of 6.6 dB is found at

the 12th octave band centered at 355 Hz in the case of sound

package HR1 [see Fig. 9(a)]. The efficient bandwidth (BD),

defined here as the frequency bandwidth around f0 for which

the IL exceeds 3 dB, is relatively large and approximates

60 Hz. In the case of sound package HR2 [see Fig. 9(b)], the

maximum IL is around 8.5 dB in the 12th octave band centered

at 150 Hz and the efficient bandwidth is 25 Hz. The good trans-

mission loss performance at the HR resonance frequency of

the composite panel coupled to sound package HR2 can be

attributed to the combination of two positive contributions of

the sound package: (1) the sound transmission loss peak and

(2) the sound absorption peak; the latter dampens the multiple

acoustic wave reflections in the inner air layer between the

panel and the material, as commented in Ref. 32. Above f0, the

performance of the resonant sound package depends on the

configuration. However, one can observe an IL decrease of

2 dB around 400 and 700 Hz for all configurations and more

particularly around the two 1/12 octave bands centered on 500

and 630 Hz. Two local transmission loss minima at these fre-

quencies were already observed on the transmission loss of the

bare panel and thus can be attributed to structural resonances.

The sound package with the resonant inclusions (and perfora-

tions) thus seems less efficient at dissipating the vibrational

energy at these frequencies when compared to the bare foam

material. Note that the added mass due to the presence of the

resonators has no impact on the transmission loss of the struc-

ture since it remains relatively negligible compared to the

mass of the panel.

When comparing sound packages SP1 (respectively,

SP3) and SP2 (respectively, SP4), it is observed that better

results are achieved when the HR is covered by the porous

layer 1 (i.e., SP2 and SP4 configurations): e.g., the IL always

remains above 0 dB in the case of SP2 and the good perform-

ance at f0 for both SP2 and SP4 is preserved (i.e., IL peak

around 5 dB). It is worth noting that the HR of configurations

SP2 and SP4 cannot be considered as completely embedded

in the porous substrate since it is placed within the cylindri-

cal perforation and its neck is in contact with air and not

surrounded by the porous material as presented schemati-

cally in Fig. 3(a).

Positions AB and BA are now compared and the asym-

metry observed in the case of the 1D acoustic behavior is

confirmed. For all configurations, it is found that the peak

amplitude is higher in the AB position (except for SP4) and

that the IL above f0 is higher for the position BA. These two

phenomena have to be related to the combination of the

sound package transmission loss and sound absorption in the

air cavity as described in Ref. 32. Indeed, both positions

give identical transmission loss for all frequencies as shown

in Fig. 7 but (1) position AB provides the better sound

FIG. 8. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient of rigid backed resonant materials made of four squared PUCs. Porous frame: 76.2 mm melamine. PUC

size: 152 mm� 152 mm. (a) Bare foam, (b) 4�HR1s, and (c) 4�HR2s.

TABLE III. Sound package configurations for the large scale experiments.

PUC surface¼ 116.7� 124.4 mm2.

Configuration name SP1 SP2 SP3 SP4

HR type HR1 HR1 HR2 HR2

Perforation diameter (mm) 60 60 80 80

HR surface ratio r (%) 19.5 19.5 34.6 34.6

Layer 1 thickness (mm) 0 12.7 0 12.7

Overall thickness l (mm) 101.6 114.3 101.6 114.3

Equivalent density (kg m�3) 9.7 9.2 19.2 17.7
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absorption efficiency at the HR resonance frequency f0 and

(2) position BA provides the better sound absorption effi-

ciency above this frequency.

2. Diffuse field sound absorption coefficient

Only the sound package SP4 with the resonator HR2 has

been tested in the diffuse absorption coefficient facility (the

porous substrate of SP1 and SP2 was used to fabricate SP3

and SP4). Figure 10 presents the sound absorption coeffi-

cient for sound package SP4 in both positions AB and BA.

The main figure provides 1/3 octave bands data whereas the

inner box zoom in on the low frequency region (from 125 to

150 Hz) and presents data in 1/12 octave bands. For these

highly absorbing materials, the standard measurement proce-

dure results in a non-physical absorption coefficient above

150 Hz for all configurations (a> 1). This well-known

behavior is due to the finite size of the sample and to the

room effects.33–35

The 1/12 octave bands results presented in Fig. 10

clearly show an improvement of the material sound absorp-

tion at the HR resonance frequency. The large absorption

peak can be observed even when the HR is embedded in the

foam material (because of the perforations as mentioned pre-

viously) and the HRs’ neck faces the room floor (i.e., posi-

tion BA). Two important effects observed in the normal

incidence sound absorbing behavior of this resonant material

[see Figs. 7(c) and 7(e)] either in position AB or BA are con-

firmed by the diffuse field measurements (see Fig. 10): (1)

the sound absorption of the material in position BA is

decreased compared to the bare material for frequencies just

above f0 (see the 1/3 octave band centered at 200 Hz) and (2)

the sound absorption efficiency of the material in position

BA is greater compared to the one in position AB from mid

to high frequencies.

V. CONCLUSION

The acoustic properties of a cellular porous material

with resonant inclusions have been investigated analytically,

numerically, and experimentally. A model based on the

TMM is proposed to model the normal incidence acoustic

properties of the resonant material. The extended P-TMM

used in this work allows assembling components in series

(layers constituting the porous frame) and in parallel (inner

porous frame layer with the resonant inclusion). It is shown

that the transmission loss of the material is greatly improved

at the HR resonance frequency. The HR contribution to the

sound absorbing efficiency of the porous material can be

positive or negative at this frequency and one should be care-

ful when designing such material for application involving

both sound absorption and sound transmission behavior

(e.g., aircraft double wall structures, payload fairings of

launch vehicles). Furthermore, it is shown that the sound

absorbing behavior of the resonant material depends on the

orientation of the HR neck either facing toward or away

from the impinging acoustic wave. The P-TMM approach

allows to correctly predict all these features and could be a

useful tool in a first design phase. The flexibility of this

model allows simulating fully and partially embedded reso-

nators and thus opens the door for designing resonant mate-

rial based on medium to high airflow resistivity foam

substrate. Finally, large scale resonant materials including

156 HRs have been fabricated and tested under diffuse field

FIG. 10. (Color online) Diffuse field sound absorption coefficient of

101.6 mm thick bare melamine and of the sound package SP4 in position

AB or BA.

FIG. 9. (Color online) Diffuse field

insertion loss measurements (101.6 mm

thick melamine alone taken as refer-

ence) of the curved panel covered by

the resonant sound packages in position

AB or BA with 156 HRs tuned to (a)

380 Hz; (b) 145 Hz.
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excitation. The measured acoustic performances are in good

agreement with those observed under normal incidence

acoustic excitation. Furthermore, the frequency bandwidth

around the HR resonance with a positive effect of the HR

were found relatively large considering such poorly damped

resonators as those used during the experiments. Future

works include developing 3D numerical models to better

assess the performance of the sound package under oblique

and diffuse field incidence and taking into account the non-

linear behavior of the resonators when subjected to high

sound pressure amplitude.
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